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“Seven friends on a FaceTime call. There
is an overtone of shock, an undertone of
disbelief, and maybe most prominently,
a unanimous, grateful reflection on all
the times we shared together. Besides the
occasional ‘I miss you guys’ or ‘This is so
surreal,’ it’s hard to know what to say.
So we sit in silence. Silence that wouldn’t
be strange at all if we were together. It isn’t
just us, however. It seems like the whole
world is at a loss for words.”
— Claire Thomas ’20

This has not been a typical spring. So this is not a
typical NMH Magazine.
For one thing, there’s no paper. With the advent of
COVID-19, we, as an institution, had to think hard
about money. Preserving financial aid for students
and salaries for employees took precedence over a
print magazine. But we continued to pursue stories
to share with you, some of which you’ll find in these
“pages.” The pandemic has made it painfully clear:
the school’s mission of empowering students to act
with humanity and purpose is more important than
ever, and members of the NMH community are out
there living it every day. Their stories connect us.
They inspire us and educate us and make us proud.

The world has changed.
And NMH is ready.
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NMH teachers and students found ways
to collaborate even when they were
scattered around the world. Here, AP
Literature students annotated a poem
together on Zoom. Photo: Richard Sell
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“We are more focused than ever.”
A Q&A with Mariah Calagione ’89,
chair of the NMH Board of Trustees
How and when did you come to realize that the coronavirus
was going to have such a monumental impact on NMH?
Brian (Hargrove) shared news of the coronavirus with me in
January and kept me updated regularly. By early February, we knew
that this would have a significant impact on NMH, starting with
how we managed campus visitors. We had to think about what
students would do during spring break, and ultimately decided to
suspend classes on campus.
What are the biggest issues that you, as board chair, are
addressing and planning for?
Our job as trustees is to focus on the school’s strategic direction,
ensure the school’s financial health, and support school leaders as
they execute institutional priorities. The board and I have worked
with Brian and the senior team to think about both short- and longterm scenarios related to COVID. We have also engaged fully in the
discussions about suspending on-campus activities, offering roomand-board refunds to eligible families, and planning for next year.
What do you envision — or predict — will happen in the fall,
with students eager to be on campus?
Our plan is to open in the fall. We are focused on things we can
control: how to be as safe a school community as possible, how to
teach and learn in myriad ways, and how to leverage our financial
strengths to support our students and our dedicated employees.
Brian and the team on campus are developing different models
that will allow us to provide our exceptional program. Yet I also
recognize there are many “what ifs” that could impact all schools.
What is NMH’s current financial situation, with all the
volatility and unpredictability in the global economy?
NMH’s financial position is strong. For many consecutive years,
we have delivered balanced budgets, due in large part to our
community’s philanthropic support and our endowment earnings.
Our challenge is — and has been — that we are under-resourced
in comparison to many of our peer institutions. It takes time to
address this.
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The downturn in the market will certainly affect our budget
this year. It will put more pressure on tuition and the NMH Fund.
One of our goals is to slow the rate of tuition growth, and this
year, we had the lowest tuition increase in more than 20 years.
We want to continue this progress, so we really need to focus on
the NMH Fund and build this critical resource. But meanwhile,
our enrollment is solid, with retention of current students high
and more students accepting our offers of admission than in past
years. And we plan to move full steam ahead with the construction
of the Gilder Center, a facility that is going to transform our math
and science curriculum. We’ve raised the funds, it’s critical to our
mission, and we are eager to begin work.
We have been, and will continue to be, good stewards of NMH’s
precious resources. We will continue to invest in priorities that
advance the school’s mission and strengthen our program, and we
are more focused than ever.

“We are thinking about NMH’s core strengths
and what sets us apart from other schools,
and how we can leverage these in the face
of the coronavirus and beyond.”
Big picture, how are you thinking about this pandemic’s
long-term effect on NMH? Will NMH look different in five to
10 years?
We are thinking about NMH’s core strengths and what sets us
apart from other schools, and how we can leverage these in the face
of the coronavirus and beyond.
NMH’s mission is as clear as ever: we seek to empower young
people to act with humanity and purpose. We succeed by having
great people work here and an outstanding academic program; by
knowing and loving our students; and by embracing all kinds of
learning, in and out of the classroom. We lean into our history and
look at challenges like the coronavirus as opportunities for change
and growth. In five to 10 years, I think you will see the same NMH,
but one that is even stronger.
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BY BR IA N H. HA R G ROV E, H EAD O F S CH O O L

It’s time to
plant trees.
Place anchors us. It is where
our hearts return in moments of
joy as well as in troubling times.
Our place here, nestled in the
northern reaches of the Pioneer
Valley, is particularly powerful.
The natural beauty of the hills of
Northfield and Mount Hermon
and the shade of forest paths
planted long ago have inspired
and comforted generations
of Northfield Mount Hermon
students. Today, our place takes
on even greater meaning. It
offers us sanctuary and calls us to
brighter days ahead.
Certainly, for those of us who
live on this bucolic hillside, our
campus has provided a literal
sanctuary as COVID-19 impacts
cities around the world. As we
navigate the challenges ahead,
we will emphasize the power
of our safe community, clean
water, clear skies, and locally
grown food. It turns out that
D.L. Moody knew a thing or two
about location, and our location
is a tremendous strength.
Of course, place transcends
literal boundaries. Far more
significant than the natural
beauty and historic architecture
of our campus are the ideas and
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ideals that inspired our founding
and have guided us for 141 years.
Northfield Mount Hermon
educates, serves, and leads for
the greater good. By delivering
on our mission, we change the
world one student at a time.
Again, I point to our founder;
Mr. Moody understood the
relevance of our work and
the importance of our shared
success. Our mission continues
to call us forward.
So … trees? Earlier this year,
one of our trustees, Alex
Lotocki de-Veligost ’70, P’15, sent
me photos from his yearbook.
One of them shows numerous
majestic elm trees, many planted
during the difficult days of the
Spanish Flu, World Wars, and
the Great Depression. At a time
when it would have been so easy
to retreat, school leaders pressed
forward, invested, and planted
for our benefit.
Today, we honor that commitment by investing and planting
for those here today, and those
who will follow in the generations to come. Earlier this month,
we completed the first phase of
a multi-year landscape plan to
replace many of the trees lost to

Art teacher Jamie Rourke asked
students in his Sculptural Forms class
to design a site-specific public art piece
for virtual installation anywhere on the
NMH campus.
Natalie Foster ’20 and Eliza Voorheis ’21
got the idea for this LED arrow while
singing “Jerusalem” during a Monday
Morning Meeting, and shouting — as
is tradition — the line “Bring me my
arrows.” “The amount of school spirit
behind that one line is really inspiring,”
they wrote in their proposal. “We also
realized that the arrow could represent
resilience, and push people to keep
going, and the cross-country course
would be the perfect place to put this
sculpture.”

Dutch elm disease. We planted
10 American elms along the pathway from Blake Hall to Thorndike Field. The board named this
path the “Class of 2020 Walk” to
recognize the class’s resilience in
the face of COVID-19.
As we face uncertainty in our
world and confront very real

challenges, I want to offer hope.
At Northfield Mount Hermon,
we believe in what this place
offers. We know it is our job —
our mission — to plant trees so
that others may benefit from the
shade. Now, more than in almost
any other period in our history,
it is time to plant trees.

Left: New trees have been planted
on campus to replace these majestic
elms, as seen in the 1970 yearbook.
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The Helpers
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THIS SPRING, most of us kept our distance from one another.
We worked at home and went to school at home.
We mourned lost jobs and
lost opportunities, maybe even lost loved ones.
And we waited desperately for
the devastation of COVID-19 to let up.
But many people, including a group of
NMH alumni we spoke with in April and May, did not wait.
They were on the
front lines, taking care of sick people; or standing in the wake of the virus,
helping others who were struggling.
They were living NMH’s mission:
acting with humanity and purpose.
Here are their stories.

An Kim ’06
Anesthesiology Resident
Columbia University Irving Medical Center
New York City

S PR I NG 2 02 0
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Will Giordano-Perez ’04
Assistant Clinical Professor of Family Medicine, Brown University
Medical Director, Tri-County Community Action Agency Health Center
Chief Medical Officer, HealthFirst Family Care Center
Providence, Rhode Island
I run two federally qualified
health centers, and we are open
to anyone, with or without
insurance, whether you’re a
documented legal resident
of the United States or not.
When we started limiting who
we could let into the clinics, I
struggled with it. This was a
big change for us, and we had
to make sure that we weren’t
denying anyone access to care.
But in about a 24-hour period,
we went from zero telemedicine
to about 95 percent of our
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patients receiving care that
way. The only patients who are
coming in are prenatal patients,
children under 2 who need
vaccinations, or anyone who
needs in-person contraception
or STD testing and treatment.
And we’re screening patients at
the door.
I’m going into the clinics
every day, seeing 15 to 20
patients a day over the
telephone. They are struggling
with lots of anxiety. Many of
them are in households where

there’s domestic-partner
violence or sexual abuse, and
their stress really weighs on me.
I’m constantly thinking and
preparing for the next steps,
and wondering how I’m going
to support my team and my
staff. The coping mechanisms
that I have in place, like going
to the gym, get challenged and
strained. Instead of a five-day
workweek, it’s become a
seven-day workweek, for
weeks on end. My brain does
not shut down.

“I have a husband and three kids, and I’m thinking that I
have to move into my basement for the next year to protect them.”

Sarah Young ’88
Associate Professor, University of Colorado Hospital
Denver, Colorado
I’m a nephrologist, which means that I take care of issues related
to kidney failure, but I’m also trained in critical care. Of the COVID
patients we’re seeing in our Intensive Care Unit, approximately 20
to 25 percent are getting acute kidney injury in addition to having
lung failure and needing to be intubated. It’s one thing to get put
on a ventilator because you can’t breathe. It’s another thing to also
have extremely low blood pressure, to need medicines to maintain
your blood pressure, and to have kidney failure and need dialysis.
These are the patients I’m working with, and will be for the next
18 months. One thing that’s not being talked about very much is the
shortage of dialysis machines and dialysis fluid for these patients,
and the shortage of nurses trained in dialysis in the areas hardest hit
by COVID-19.
In March, I was treating COVID patients on a team with two
nurse practitioners, and both of them tested positive. They are OK
now. Part of me thinks it would make sense to just get it, get to the
other side of it, and then you’re not worrying about it for the next 18
months. But you don’t know if you’re going to be part of the small
percentage of people who have a terrible outcome. This is a disease
that, even in people who are young and healthy, can be devastating. I have a husband and three kids, and I’m thinking that I have to
move into my basement for the next year to protect them.
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“It’s been extraordinary to watch what is possible
when people commit to common goals and aren’t concerned
with who gets the credit or who gets the money.”

Tim Ferris ’80
CEO, Mass General Physicians Organization
Professor, Harvard University Medical School
Boston, Massachusetts
Our “Incident Command” system went into effect on March
7, which meant that everything
was suddenly and irrevocably
focused on responding to the
COVID pandemic. We needed to
make many decisions very, very
quickly. I spend a lot of time
walking around the hospital,
being physically present.
I staff clinics, I do rounds
with the ICU team and the
ward team; I’m putting on
the personal protective equipment and examining patients.
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One Saturday, I was visiting our
emergency department and I
met a nurse who was pregnant.
She was really worried; we talked for a long time. I expressed
my incredible respect and
gratitude for her choice to
put her fear aside and come
to work.
The degree of commitment
and collaboration in Boston has
been extraordinary, among
individual workers, among
hospitals that normally compete
with each other, between hospi-

tals and the government.
Because of a shared commitment between Mass General,
Beth Israel Hospital, Harvard,
MIT, and some other groups,
we’ve got a couple of vaccines
already in testing. People are
complaining about how long
it’s still going to take, and I
get that, but it’s been extraordinary to watch what is possible
when people commit to common goals and aren’t concerned
with who gets the credit or
who gets the money.

“Our patients who are dying are not dying alone; the
doctors and nurses are doing everything we can to honor
them and make sure they go with dignity.
But they
are dying without their family around them.”
An Kim ’06
Anesthesiology Resident
Columbia University Irving Medical Center
New York City
Anesthesiologists are sometimes
called “airway docs.” We get
called anytime there’s a COVID
patient — or any patient — who
needs to be intubated and put
on a ventilator. We converted
most of our normal operating
rooms into intensive care units
(OR-ICUs), and each room has
between three and six very sick
patients who need ventilators.
I work in these OR-ICUs.
Work regulations for residents
have been suspended, so we’re
working six 12- to 13-hour shifts
a week, taking care of the sickest
patients in the hospital. When
we’re not at work, we’re reading
journal articles. Right now, no
one knows 100 percent what
the right way is to treat COVID

patients, so we’re looking for
solutions, trying to come up with
research projects to develop
some statistics we can trust.
This is probably the hardest
emotional thing I’ve ever done
as a doctor. Our patients who
are dying are not dying alone;
the doctors and nurses are doing
everything we can to honor them
and make sure they go with dignity. But they are dying without
their family around them. The
husbands and wives, the moms
and dads and children — they
are so sad and upset and helpless. I’m their only connection to
their loved one. They call every
day, sometimes every hour, for
an update. And it’s really hard to
say, “They’re not getting better.”
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“I’m worried how it’ll go from here:
Is it just not going to be over until all of our patients get it?”

Yasmin James ’12
Mental Health Technician
Chicago-Read Mental Health Center
Chicago, Illinois
I work with an all-male unit of 19 patients. Most of them have
criminal backgrounds associated with mental illness. I watch over
them, I do activities with them, I help them with ADL [activities
of daily living]. I have a connection with them just as I would with
anyone outside of these four walls.
With our first case of COVID, we tested the patient because his
temperature was elevated for one day. He got placed in isolation,
but I’m in contact with all these patients; he’s in contact with all
of them. I have a 1-year-old at home, and my mother and my sister
are both asthmatic, so my stress levels were through the roof.
So far, I’ve tested negative twice. Every time someone tests positive,
we have an outside company come in and disinfect every inch of
the unit.
One of the guys who did test positive, he didn’t believe he had the
virus. He thought it was all a scam. There are other patients who
understand what’s going on. We have precautions in place — like
every two hours, a bell rings and that means the patients need to go
wash their hands. Most of them do it. If they don’t, we give them
hand sanitizer. But three more patients’ tests came back positive
today. I’m worried how it’ll go from here: Is it just not going to be
over until all of our patients get it?
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Alejo Irurueta ’09
Community Response Team, Boulder County Department of Housing and Human Services
Boulder, Colorado
I help families with kids
under 18 get connected to
the community — to different
programs, service providers,
or benefits that they might be
looking for or need. But since
COVID, I’m also working on
a housing task force, helping
families access state or federal
grants or county funding that
can help them with paying rent
or late fees, helping them find
more affordable housing.
The families I work with were
already in a financially difficult
position, living very much
paycheck to paycheck. A lot of
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them are undocumented. It’s an
incredibly vulnerable position
to be in. There are specific
resources these families can
access, grants from nonprofits
and county agencies, but those
funds tend to be pretty small,
and they’re going to run out.
There are other resources
for families, but if they’re
undocumented, they are too
afraid to go and use those
resources. They fear they could
be further marginalized, or even
face someone threatening to
call ICE (U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement).

At the start of all this, the
information about resources
was changing so rapidly that by
the time it got translated into
Spanish, it was no longer up-todate. The families that needed
help the most weren’t getting
the information in time. Some
of my colleagues stepped in and
started gathering the resources
into one list, translating and
corroborating the information,
and updating it constantly.
So seeing people rising up
and meeting that need — that
kind of thing gives me a
little hope.

“Our clients are trusting us to
support them.
They’re texting in the
middle of the night.”

Liza Patrick ’88
Certified Nurse Midwife
Nurse-Family Partnership Coordinator
Boulder County Department of Public Health
Boulder, Colorado
We serve first-time, low-income parents from early pregnancy until
their child is 2. It’s all home visitation, but since March 13, we’ve
been doing everything by video. I can’t imagine we’ll be going back
into people’s homes for at least a couple months. We have six nurses
and 125 families, and it feels like we are working harder than we
ever have before.
This is such an acutely difficult time for families who are already
vulnerable and under-resourced, and our clients are trusting us
to support them. They’re texting in the middle of the night. We’re
seeing intimate-partner violence, clients who were housed but have
become homeless again, clients who were in recovery but are now
using again, more Protective Services reports. It’s 24-7.
Some of them have tested positive for COVID-19, or their family
members have tested positive, so we talk about the practicalities
— how to care for themselves or others, how to avoid exposure.
We also talk about maintaining mental health at home with small
children — positive discipline, ways to respond if parents feel
like they are losing it. That’s my biggest worry — the potential for
neglect and abuse of kids. Disenfranchised people may feel trapped,
like they have nowhere to go, and they may have a lower capacity to
handle stress and their children’s needs.
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Stella Cai ’15 and Louise Tanski ’15
Outlook Supplies, LLC
Chicago, Illinois, and Boston, Massachusetts
In mid-March, as cities across the country were putting in place
“shelter-at-home” orders and businesses were closing, we saw
news articles about shortages of “personal protective equipment”
(PPE) in hospitals. A friend told us about their grandmother, who
was in a nursing home that didn’t have enough PPE for its staff. We
also saw reports about U.S. governors and the federal government
competing to bid for PPE supplies, so some state governments
couldn’t protect their frontline healthcare workers. And because
the virus was exacerbating U.S.-China relations, Chinese suppliers
were temporarily banned from taking purchase orders from the U.S.
government, and could only sell to private buyers.
We became one of those buyers. Along with Louise’s older
sister, Emilie Tanski, we registered an LLC in Massachusetts and
applied to the FDA to become an importer. Stella reached out to
her father, who practices law in China, and he connected us with
PPE suppliers in Shanghai and other Chinese cities. We’ve been
negotiating day and night on the Chinese platform WeChat.
There have been lots of obstacles as we’ve learned the ins and
outs of the import/export business. But on April 20, our first
shipment arrived in Boston: 100,000 masks, which we sold at
cost to Massachusetts grocery stores and homeless shelters. Now
we’re working to find more buyers with access to underserved and
vulnerable populations.
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“In normal times,
I could just go
to the supply closet to get a mask, and
I’d wear it to see one patient and then
I’d throw it out.”

Jeremy Steinberg ’88
Physician Assistant, Neurosurgery, Rhode Island Hospital
Providence, Rhode Island
Normally, I work with anybody
who has a brain tumor or a brain
bleed or who’s having spine
surgery. I’m waiting to see if I’ll
be redeployed into another job.
I try not to think about it.
At first, we were told we didn’t
need to wear a mask unless we
were taking care of COVIDpositive patients. Then we had
to wear a mask and make it last
two or three shifts. Then it was:
make your mask last as long
as possible. In normal times, I
could just go to the supply closet

to get a mask, and I’d wear it to
see one patient and then I’d
throw it out. Now I wear my
N-95 mask as much as I can.
I feel safer in it. At the end of
a shift, they do some kind of
ultraviolet cleansing of your
mask, then you get it back.
Protocols and treatments
change almost daily, so we adapt
and learn.
I worked in emergency
medicine before neurosurgery,
and if there was a mass casualty,
it was like a bus crash or some

other kind of accident. You’d
take care of many people and
you might work extra-long
shifts, but you weren’t the one
who was vulnerable. I was just
cleaning out some old school
papers at home, and I found an
infectious-disease lecture that
showed people in China with
masks on during the time of
SARS, and I remembered that
at the time, I thought it was
so crazy. I never saw myself
treating this kind of disease and
being so exposed.
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“The level of stress was a lot higher, especially for our
older patients.
They didn’t want to go to the hospital,
even if they needed to. So they weren’t calling us.”

Estevan Velez ’16
Emergency Medical Technician
Action Ambulance Service
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
I’ve been working per diem as an EMT in western Massachusetts,
but I’m heading to New York City for three months to work as a
field operator for the state health department, doing COVID testing
for workers at city-run nursing homes.
I was a member of the volunteer ambulance service at Amherst
College, and you knew, for the most part, the type of calls you were
responding to. In Pittsfield, you never knew what you were going
to get. We had cases of COVID, and there were people who passed,
but it wasn’t drastic like in New York. The changes were mostly in
precautions, like wearing a mask 24-7 — and the cleaning process
for our equipment got a lot more extensive. And the level of stress
was a lot higher, especially for our older patients. They didn’t want
to go to the hospital, even if they needed to. So they weren’t calling
us, and when people called for them, they refused to go to the ER.
In my station in Pittsfield, I was the only one who was single. I’m
not responsible for anyone else, so I’m as mobile as I could ever be.
In New York, there’s so much more that needs to be done. People
are still overwhelmed. I want to contribute the maximum amount
that I can. It felt like it would be a mistake not to go, not to be a part
of that effort.
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Hillary Mallet ’10
Nurse, Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
St. Petersburg, Florida
We’ve had COVID scares in our emergency room and the pediatric
ICU, but because we don’t have any adult patients, our population
is relatively safe from having the virus, with the exception of babies
born to moms who may have tested positive or been exposed. We
just opened up for non-essential surgeries, and those patients are
getting tested. If we were to get a patient from another hospital, we
would test them, too. The test is pretty uncomfortable for adults,
but for tiny babies, it’s an incredibly invasive procedure.
Early on, before there were strict guidelines, I was already
limiting what I was doing. Not only was there a risk that I could
expose myself to the virus, but I work with a very at-risk population.
I couldn’t take the chance of bringing anything into the hospital for
my babies or their parents.
One of the protocols that changed was that we can now have only
one parent at the bedside. It’s obviously hard to have any family
member in a hospital, but when your newborn child is really, really
sick, and you can’t be with them? That is so difficult for families.
The parents also have to wear a mask at all times when they come
in. They can’t do simple things like take their mask off to kiss their
baby. If you have a healthy baby, can you imagine not being able to
give your baby a kiss on the forehead?
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“I never thought Dogfish
Head would be in the hand sanitizer business.
But this has been a time of crisis, and necessity
is the mother of invention.”

Sam Calagione ’88
Founder, Dogfish Head Craft Brewery
Lewes, Delaware
Dogfish Head may be known for off-centered ales, but we’ve been
distilling spirits since 2002, and in March, we committed part of our
operation to making hand sanitizer from scratch. We built a custom
bottling line, ramped up production, and sold bulk shipments to
the state of Delaware at market price. The sanitizer went to health
organizations and first responders, with 100 percent of the profits
going to a fund that supports restaurant workers who were laid off
due to the pandemic.
We started with a grain neutral spirit that’s distilled from
beer that our brewers supplied to our distillery co-workers. We
then added hydrogen peroxide, glycerin, and water, adhering to
recommendations set by the World Health Organization (WHO)
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for at
least 80 percent alcohol in every batch.
I never thought Dogfish Head would be in the hand sanitizer
business. But this has been a time of crisis, and necessity is the
mother of invention. It was our duty to do what we could to keep as
many people as possible safe and healthy in our community.
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Teacher George Long in his apartment in Hayden:
“Remote learning allowed me to meet my students on
a more even footing. I knew this was an unprecedented
moment for them and they knew it was the same for me.
We figured it out together as we went.”
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PressingOn
This spring, a global pandemic rendered the NMH campus
quiet and still. It felt strange. Nevertheless, we persisted.
Photography by Glenn Minshall
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Teacher Meg Donnelly met with ninth graders from her living room. “I worried that
I was going to feel like they weren’t mine anymore, that I was just visiting them or
they were visiting me. But that didn’t happen. They are really still my kids.”

A family walk included a stop in the barn.

When NMH closed in the middle
of March and government stayat-home orders went into effect,
campus safety officers and other
staff members, like Peter Sullivan
of dining services, screened
everyone driving onto campus.

Alumni Hall was closed for meals, but even without
students around, dining services staff kept feeding
people. They prepared bag lunches for employees
whose jobs could only be done on campus. They
ordered and packed up groceries for resident faculty.
“We wanted to decrease, even eliminate, people’s
need to go the store,” said Director of Dining Services
Rich Messer. Clockwise from above: Cholin DeLa
Cruz, Tanya Kennedy, Betsy Saez.

Teacher Jing Liu: “Our house is quite small,
so every morning I teach in Beveridge.
I feel really lucky because after breakfast,
I go somewhere. I walk to the classroom
and I feel excited because I’m about to
see my students.”

Mabyn and Joe, children of science
teacher Jolene Schuster, made good use
of some hand-me-down sports practice
cones. “I asked them what they were
playing and Mabyn said that Joe was
building a ‘kitty cage’ because she is a
kitty,” Jolene reported.

Iris, the daughter of counselor Jeremiah Neal and
academic coach Lyzz Neal, helped build this twig
house for fairies flying on long journeys who need
a place to rest.

Cecile DeLa Cruz kept NMH’s mail center
up and running, sporting a face mask he
embellished himself.

For NMH’s largest and smallest residents — including Alan, the son of Farm
Program Director Jake Morrow and groundskeeper Emma Morrow, and Abe,
the draft horse — there was little worry about. Spring was simply spring.

One good thing about a quiet campus — there
was time and space to do maintenance tasks.
Custodians Patty Herzig and George Stafford
washed floors in the Bolger Early Childhood
Education Center; Utilities Manager Everett
Wickline and Utilities Operator Reggie Neff
prepared to work on NMH’s underground
steam pipe infrastructure.

Pandemics,
Then and Now
BY PETE R W E I S ’78
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As the coronavirus rocked the
NMH community this spring,
and the school adapted as fast
as it could, the minds of many
wandered to the past. What happened to NMH during the Spanish influenza outbreak of 1918?
I was asked this question
so many times in the past two
months, I stopped counting.
My answer each time was: Not
much.
The flu pandemic of 1918 killed
millions of people around the
world, but there was relatively

little tragedy at Northfield and
Mount Hermon. Both schools
had to quarantine sick students.
Most teachers remained healthy.
Classes continued. “Certain
engagements were cancelled at
a late hour,” stated a report from
Northfield principal Charles
Dickerson in June 1919.
At Mount Hermon, Headmaster Henry Cutler hired extra
nurses and turned Camp Hall —
now Grandin Auditorium —
into a temporary infirmary to
supplement the one in Dwight’s

Home. Everyone who got sick
recovered, with the exception
of one young man who died of
pneumonia.
The pandemic was less sparing of alumni, notably those who
were fighting in World War I in
Europe and Asia. Of the 69
white pines that stand sentinel
in NMH’s Memorial Grove,
honoring graduates who died
in that war, nearly half honor
those who lost their lives not
by gunfire, but at the hands of
a virus.
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InBetween

English teacher John Corrigan asked his AP Language and Composition students to
write about their COVID-19 experiences. These are excerpts from a few of their essays.

“I tend to ask a lot of questions, so many that my
parents would limit me to the amount I ask per day.
I ask questions to gain information, but also to remain
grounded and to feel in control. During COVID-19,

I have never had so

many questions to ask.”

— CONNOR THERIAULT ’20

“I don’t know where I got sick, but it was probably
from
or maybe
I touched the gas pump and touched my face
afterward. I was afraid to know what was
wrong, but the results came back, and I’m OK.
‘Probably just a bad bacterial infection,’ they said.”

wandering in the
crowded Costco

— AUTUMN TWILLIE ’20

“From my register at Food City, I had the perfect view
of the aisle that held the paper products. It was
completely empty. Usually, people-watching in a
grocery store is entertaining. But

in the
midst of what feels like

a science fiction novel,
it’s different.”
— ISABEL MAY ’20
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“Get out of my
country.”
I heard this sentence twice
this year — once in America,
once in China.
Asian students studying
abroad in Western countries
face a complicated situation.
At home, people have long
accused us of being “unpatriotic”
and “corrupted in mind,” some
out of envy and some out of
ignorance. Yet we never really
fit into Western society, either.
A nice description for us is “a
bridge between two cultures.”
The more cynical version is
“vagabond.”
Our situation has been
exacerbated by COVID-19.
Whenever major international
crises happen, politicians jump
into their nice fancy office
chairs and release propaganda.
It’s usually about nationalism.
Saving lives becomes a
secondary concern.
You see on TV that President
Trump calls COVID-19 the
“China virus.” You see on the
social media platform Weibo
that a Chinese government
spokeswoman claims it
originated at Fort Detrick, a U.S.
Army base in Maryland. Does
either of these people know

they are correct? My guess is
no. Facts don’t seem to matter
to world leaders who want
to assert their strength and
dominance so they do not
get bullied.
But the result is that Asian
students abroad got caught in
the center of the debate. Lots of
Americans were angry that we
hadn’t gotten kicked out of their
country sooner. Chinese people
looked at us like traitors and
wanted to keep us out.
At the end of February, on
the last weekend before
NMH’s spring break, I was in
Greenfield (Massachusetts)
and someone lowered their car
window and yelled at me, “Get
out!” Two weeks later, two of my
Korean friends got spat on by
strangers in Boston’s Chinatown.
On March 17, I posted on Weibo,
saying, “Finally home.” The next
morning, I saw that someone
had commented, “Get out, you
@#$% international students!”
At that moment, I thought
the world had become
hopeless. These nationalist
and ideological divisions
have become so ingrained in
our minds that we don’t even

attempt to understand the
other side.
Fortunately, the waves of
hatred have calmed down to a
large extent in China. I’m not
sure how it’s been in America.
Perhaps the tension will ease as
the coronavirus situation gets
better. People understandably
can get nervous and irrational
and selfish in times of
emergency. Everyone has been
living under constant stress,
uncertainty, and, in some cases,
the direct influence of the virus.
Yet it is also in these times
that we should unite, and rely
on friendship, calmness, and
scientific thinking. As we
face the biggest trouble in
the world right now, let’s not
get confused and see it as an
ideological battle, or a “hunger
game” among major countries
competing for supplies. The way
out of this crisis is not a matter
of human rights, freedom, or
capitalism vs. communism. It’s
a matter of knowledge, vision,
and the willingness to accept
the challenge and change our
mindset to cooperation.
—TONY HAOLIN ZHONG ’20
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The
Graduates
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There’s no big white tent this year, no mortarboards or tassels.
But Class of 2020, you are spectacular.
Every single one of you.
Final classes, dressing up for Chat, climbing the chapel tower to watch the sun rise on the
morning of Commencement, holding on tightly to friends for a few precious last weeks.
The coronavirus pushed all those traditions aside, and the Class of 2020 mourned their
loss. “I am most sad that I could not give a proper goodbye to so many people I care for,”
said Jaydon Ryu ’20. Still, beneath the disappointment, there was resilience. “Not walking
the stage is a bummer, but it will not define any of the many amazing memories I have of
NMH,” said Connor Theriault ’20.
In that spirit, we share the faces of the Class of 2020.
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“My fellow seniors, just look at everything
as if the glass was half-full. We didn’t get
the senior spring we were expecting,
but there are lots of people who have it
worse right now.” — ELIZA ATWOOD ‘20
40
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“We can’t let the virus
terminate our bonds.”

— CHRIS HAOCHEN ZHAO ‘20
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“I find some solace in the realization
that some of the best times of my life
have started with scary, sometimes
unwanted change.” — BEN WOMSLEY ‘20
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“It’s OK to be disappointed in what
we’re missing. But it’s also good to
think about what you have and what
you’ve gained over the years.”
— BENTE BECHTOLD ‘20
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One Lamplighter Way
Mount Hermon, MA 01354

“This is not a goodbye, it’s a see-you-later.
Because no matter what happens today,
tomorrow, next month, or next year, this
hill will always be my home.”
— Rafaela Capelate de Oliveira ’20

